Introduction: the Assigned Topic

I have chosen the arduous task of answering why the Sixteenth Degree: Prince of Jerusalem finalizes the moral foundation which makes a Freemason’s mystical assent possible. The task is arduous because it seems superfluous to consider that any further degree is essential to Freemasonry once a candidate becomes a “Grand Elect, Perfect, and Sublime Mason” at the completion of the Lodge of Perfection. In that degree, we also learn the Sacred Name and enter Deity’s presence for the first time in the Scottish Rite. Given all that, what else needs to be added to our mystical assent? But since the Sixteenth Degree was one of Albert Pike’s favorites, surely Brother Pike knew something about the importance of this degree that I can learn.

At the completion of the Lodge of Perfection, the Fourteenth Degree taught us that there is value in plumbing the depths of Freemasonry’s Sanctum Sanctorum. As I likewise begin to plumb the Sixteenth Degree, I can move beyond the story of Zerubbabel the Temple-Builder and gain an understanding of why we must continue to pursue Masonic truth. To help me in that endeavor, I plumb the murky historical origins of the Sixteenth Degree – which is a challenge in itself, because we do not know all the details of how and why the high grade (haut) degrees evolved.

There is certainly an educational benefit in memorializing rituals and lectures, but the organization of the haut degrees can seem arbitrary and their purpose can seem confusing. And Brother Pike, for all his great contributions to the Fraternity, did not always spell out clearly why we indulge in various degrees – including the Prince of Jerusalem Degree. However, clues lie hidden in his writings, and I can dig for them just as surely as the Fourteenth Degree encourages me to dig past arches to uncover the sacred vault containing the Sacred Name of Deity.

The Zerubbabel Story: Ritual and Lecture

Although the earliest versions of the Prince of Jerusalem Degree may be lost, several different versions of Degree have survived from Nineteenth Century America. They are noteworthy in how they influence the current version of the Degree, but the current version also includes points that are not found in the Nineteenth Century versions. A brief list of comparisons shows that the underlying lessons of the Degree are not necessarily self-evident.

Brother Pike’s version of this Degree featured titles, roles and stories that are somewhat fuzzy. For example, the beginning of the ritual states that Zerubbabel is either the King or Viceroy of Jerusalem, and the Presiding Officer takes turns playing King
Darius and Zerubbabel. The Junior Deacon opens the drama with a prayer that recalls the destruction of Jerusalem, the Babylonian Captivity, and the return of a remnant to restore “the Temple of Masonry.” This is not the historical Second Temple, for the Council of Princes of Jerusalem who comprises this Degree has been convened to begin labors on a Masonic Temple.

Unlike the prayer, the drama and lecture of Brother Pike’s version refer to the historical Second Temple. The first part of his ritual involves an interview between King Darius and five Princes of Judah/Knights of the East concerning the Samaritans’ interruption of Zerubbabel’s efforts to rebuild the Second Temple. The ambassadors were named Seraiah, Reclniah, Modecai, Bilshan and Mispar, but Zerubbabel was not among them. As a reward for their successful mission, they are named judges in the second part of the ritual, upon their return to Jerusalem.

Other Nineteenth Century versions of the Degree were similar to, while also different from, Brother Pike’s version. Brother Dalco’s version of the Degree had the candidate play the role of Zerubbabel; he and four unnamed companions met with Darius and they were named Princes of Jerusalem upon their return to Jerusalem. Brother McClencachen’s version had King Darius confer the title upon the candidate (qua Zerubbabel) and his four companions while still in Babylon as a mark of his confidence in them.

In modern versions of the Degree, the candidate is caused to represent Kadmiel ben Zadmud, who works to rebuild the Temple and accompanies Zerubbabel on the embassy to King Darius. This version recounts Zerubbabel solving King Darius’ apocryphal puzzle about wine, king and women, which is not found in the earlier versions of the Degree. This version, like Brother Pike’s, has Zerubbabel appointing five judges.

Different versions of the ritual also attached different promises and different penalties to the obligation. For example, Brother Pike’s version included a promise to judge without favor or partiality, and the penalty was: “. . . that of having my house pulled down, and the timbers thereof set up as a gallows, and I hanged thereon.” Other Nineteenth Century versions included a promise to rule in love and not tyrannically, and the penalty was either “being stripped naked and having my heart pierced with a poniard” or “being deprived of all the advantages of the Council and of masonry in general.”

Brother Pike’s lecture of this Degree included some revisionist history: he stated that a small group of Masonic Architects remained in Jerusalem after the Roman destruction in A.D. 70, where they “preserved in the strictest secrecy the ancient mysteries and instruction.” Others fled into the desert, returning to become Hospitalers during the Crusader era. These knights collaborated with the Masonic Architects with the intent of rebuilding the Temple and restoring Palestine to the descendents of Judah and Benjamin. These forces joined the Crusader army and inspired the formation of the Templars, the Order of St. John and the Teutonic Knights.
The Message of this Degree

The Zerubbabel story is very inspiring. The account of someone laboring with a sword and trowel to rebuild a shattered Temple encourages us to persevere despite all odds. Even if we do not know whether Zerubbabel was an actual person, his story offers us encouragement. We all experience ups and downs as he did, even after we discover the Sacred Word beneath the Temple as he did. In this sense, the Sixteenth Degree teaches us that our mystical assent did not end when we became Grand Elect, Perfect, and Sublime Masons.

But the Zerubbabel story has its limitations because it does not explain how the Sixteenth Degree completes our moral foundation. There must be deeper meanings to the story which are obscured by reading the story too literally. As Brother Pike reminded us, all of Masonry is inherently symbolic and none of the degrees should be read literally. Indeed, he wrote in *Morals and Dogma* that the Second Temple is only a symbol for Freemasonry and not something that we are required to build. This is different from the Twelfth Degree, where we are required symbolically to rebuild Solomon’s Temple within us. The distinction between the Twelfth and Sixteenth Degrees is easy to understand: it was important to rebuild Solomon’s Temple but there is no reason to rebuild the Second Temple once it was destroyed in A.D. 70 because it lacked the Divine Presence (*Shekinah*) found in Solomon’s Temple and was never intended to serve as Deity’s dwelling place as Solomon’s Temple did.

In order to understand how to imitate the example of pious princes, judges and mystics in this Degree, we need to understand why it was created, for the role model for this Degree must be someone other than Zerubbabel. The evidence stacks against Zerubbabel being a *bona fide* inspiration for these qualities. For all his piety, he was historically never a prince because he never assumed any royal pretensions. Nor is there any evidence that he ever served as a judge or was a mystic, which are requirements of a Prince of Jerusalem (the Seventeenth Degree refers to a Masonic Prince of Jerusalem as a Cabalist).

To learn the origins of this Degree is challenging because it is commonly accepted among Masonic scholars that all the *haut* degrees were Eighteenth Century fabrications. The Nineteenth Century ritualists may have repeated the Zerubbabel story simply because it appeared in earlier versions of the ritual. But it is unclear why the Zerubbabel story was used in the first place, since he was not the clear role model. It is curious why Brother Pike used the story, given that he never identified Zerubbabel by name in *Morals and Dogma*. In his lecture to the Degree, he explained that Princes of Jerusalem were second in rank only to Zerubbabel in ancient Jerusalem — meaning that he understood someone other than Zerubbabel was the role model for a Prince of Jerusalem. His own words indicate who he thought that might be:

The Princes of Jerusalem are no longer the Chiefs of Masonry, nor do they sit as magistrates, to judge between Masons. But their old duties remain the same, and their
symbols have not lost their significance. They are still consecrated to Justice and Equity, which are the strength and permanence of the State and of the Divine government of the universe. The peculiar duties of this Degree are to reconcile disputes and heal divisions, so restore amity and peace; to remove dislikes and soften prejudices, and to inculcate charitable judgment and forgiveness of injuries. They know that the peacemakers are blessed, and they still obey the spirit of the old law as it was declared to our ancient Brethren, when the Temple was rebuilt, and the Book of the Law once more opened.30

Brother Pike suggests herein that there was once a time when there were actual princes in Jerusalem who were Masonic chiefs and magistrates. There are historical hints that he was thinking of specific men who lived in Jerusalem during the First Crusade, possibly:

- Godfrey de Bouillon, the first ruler of the Christian Kingdom of Palestine. He took the title “Prince of Jerusalem” instead of “King of Jerusalem” out of respect to Deity, whom he considered to be the true King. Godfrey could be the perfect role model of a pious prince, as taught by this Degree.

- Godfrey appointed royal judges to administer justice in his name. They were selected for their wisdom, integrity and prudence. They could be the perfect role models of judges, as taught by this Degree.

- A group of Jewish Cabalists who were living in Jerusalem during the First Crusade converted to Christianity to avoid being slaughtered as infidels. Brother Pike said that their leaders were known as “Princes of Jerusalem.” They could be the perfect role model of pragmatic mystics, as taught by this Degree.

If all these “Princes of Jerusalem” were the actual inspiration of this Sixteenth Degree, it is curious why early Masonic ritualists deliberately concealed their identities in the ritual with a cover story featuring Zerubbabel. One possible explanation is that they were being careful to protect the Fraternity during a volatile period in European politics. While there was a nostalgic rage about the Crusades during the Eighteenth Century and some Freemasons used the term “Templar” loosely to describe the romanticized chivalry of all the Crusaders,31 there were certain Eighteenth Century non-Freemasons who took a dismal view of “Templars” if that term meant the knights errant who legend says fought at Bannockburn (and who caused treasure-hunters to wonder what happened to all their loot).
The haut degrees commonly were developed during a period of intense political tension while Freemasonry sought to define itself and preserve its existence. The same powerful Church that forcibly suppressed the Fourteenth Century Templars could have done more to oppress Eighteenth Century Freemasonry had a Templar influence been more publicly evident. Likewise, the same Hanoverian kings who suppressed the Stuart uprising of the 1740s could have done more to oppress Freemasonry in Scotland and England had they thought that the Craft was a vehicle for political insurrection. Under these circumstances, any open reference to “Templar” likely would have triggered intensive negative reactions among some of the power elite in Eighteenth Century Europe.\textsuperscript{32}

Hence, it arguably was prudent to veil Templar/Crusader influences from the uninitiated by offering the benign story of an unthreatening Biblical character like Zerubbabel. But the moral examples of the original Templar/Crusader story, however veiled, were too important to disregard. It therefore seems appropriate to say that Brother Pike loved the Sixteenth Degree because he thought that it was not enough to gain the title of Grand Elect, Perfect, and Sublime Mason. We must also practice the precepts of pious, judicious and wise leadership as a Prince of Jerusalem, as shown by the examples of Godfrey de Bouillon, his royal judges and the Jewish mystics in Palestine. The Sixteenth Degree should therefore cause us to focus on truth and fidelity in very practical ways.\textsuperscript{33} I hope that we do not lose sight of the possible “Templar” influence upon the Rite that an anonymous Masonic Knight Templar pointed out more than a century ago:

It is a matter of very little moment whether this allegory [the Zerubbabel story] is true or false; or whether this Prince of Jerusalem ever lived or died. To us he stands as the living symbol of an eternal principle which can never perish. Sanctified and hallowed by the dust of buried ages comes down to us this lesson of life: what binds is Truth and all things else are worthless. It is man’s surest hope on earth – his unfailing reliance in eternity.\textsuperscript{34}

The Sixteenth Degree provides us with good stuff to ponder, and it can cause us to reaffirm why we belong to the Fraternity. If these themes seem odd and slightly far-fetched today, it may be because Templar influences are esoteric; very few Scottish Rite Freemasons are interested in these aspects of the haut degrees, even in Brother Pike’s time.\textsuperscript{35} I am not encouraging us to become occultists. I am merely encouraging us to understand these possible historical underpinnings of the Sixteenth Degree for its lessons are designed to inculcate eternal principles.

\textit{Whence the Title “Prince of Jerusalem”}

Some people consider Zerubbabel the last Prince at Jerusalem because he was thought to be the last known survivor of the Davidic dynasty in the post-exilic period.\textsuperscript{36} But there are no Biblical references that identify him explicitly by that title. Those Biblical
passages which do mention a Jewish prince during the post-exilic period are vague and subject to diverse meanings that do not implicate Zerubbabel necessarily. For example:

- *Isaiah 3:6-8* mentions people clamoring for a well-dressed family man to be their prince and to protect them from invading foreign armies. Biblical exegetes generally interpret this passage as a criticism of a vain and proud people who were more preoccupied with external appearances than seeking someone with integrity.

- *Ezekiel 12:10-14* says there was a prince in Jerusalem (possibly King Zedekiah before he was captured and exiled to Babylon), but he is not given the title Prince of Jerusalem. Many commentators believe this passage means that no one is safe from persecution and oppression, no matter what his title or position.\(^{37}\)

- *Daniel 9:24-27* is considered by some Biblical scholars to be a prophetic reference to a future messianic figure who would suffer for the Judean people before Jerusalem is destroyed completely. This could be the Christ who was crucified only a few years before Roman legionnaires leveled Herod’s Temple and the City of Jerusalem.\(^{38}\)

These verses are elastic and hence susceptible to many convenient interpretations; they are hardly dispositive evidence that there was ever a specific “Prince of Jerusalem.” But they suggest that the populace will remain in ruins both spiritually and temporally until a strong leader appears to protect them. This leader was not an overbearing potentate but a guardian of societal values and standards.\(^{39}\)

There are also some secular, non-Biblical sources for the title “Prince of Jerusalem.” But we must be careful not to read too much into them, such as “Ben-Hur,” who was described as a Prince of Jerusalem in Lew Wallace’s literary classic.\(^{40}\) More intriguing is the story of the Doge of Venice, who humbly accepted the title “Prince of Jerusalem” after he defeated the Saracens in the Twelfth Century.\(^{41}\) In 1896, Clara Barton (of Red Cross fame) was decorated by His Royal Highness, Guy de Lusignan, who was also known as Prince of Jerusalem, Cyprus and Armenia.\(^{42}\) These were all honorific titles which suggest that there may have once been an actual Prince.

Research suggests that such a person or persons lived in Palestine in the early Twelfth Century. The nine Crusades that stretched from A.D. 1095 to A.D. 1291 began when Pope Urban II called upon Western Europe to rescue ancient Christian sites in Palestine from Saracen hands, most notably the Holy Sepulcher. Part of the plan was to institute a Christian kingdom there in order to ensure long-lasting stability. The First Crusade was focused primarily on capturing Jerusalem, which was achieved. Following the horrendous carnage associated with its seizure in A.D. 1099, the council of Western Christian military leaders elected Duke Godfrey de Bouillon as the first monarch of the newly-established Latin Kingdom of Palestine. He insisted on being called “Prince of Jerusalem” or “Defender of the Holy Sepulcher” (*Advocatus Sancti Sepulchri*) and wore a
crown of thorns instead of one made from gold. A strong soldier, he was also pious and devout, and declined to be called “King” out of respect for Deity.

Godfrey died less than a year into his reign and the barons elected Baldwin I, Prince of Edessa, as his successor. Baldwin resigned soon thereafter in favor of Baldwin du Bourg (Godfrey’s brother), who assumed the title of Baldwin II and took the title “King.” The next elected King of Jerusalem was Fulk of Anjou, Prince of Antioch, who was succeeded by his son, Baldwin III. There were other princes of subordinate regions throughout Palestine including Tancred, Prince of Galilee, but Godfrey was the first and last real “Prince of Jerusalem.” All the Crusades were fascinating reflections of human ingenuity and frailty, and Palestine remained vulnerable and unprotected. The Crusaders were swept away when the Saracens retook Jerusalem during the Second Crusade. Fortunately, Godfrey’s legacy did not end with the demise of his kingdom.

Godfrey’s legacy included being a judge as well as a prince. His judicial influence survived his death through the Assize of Jerusalem, which he instituted as a legal code of for the new kingdom. Lauded as a “precious monument of feudal jurisprudence,” the Assize of Jerusalem was drawn from Frankish customs and usages, and offers a fascinating look into the workings of medieval jurisprudence. Part of the Assize was the creation of a two-level court system, one for barons and knights and the other for merchants. Godfrey was nominally the chief judge in both courts, although he personally was represented by a viscount and lesser judges were called from the most discreet and worthy subjects. Other Crusader princes copied this structure elsewhere in Palestine. These judges were not known officially as Princes of Jerusalem, yet they fulfilled an important judicial function that was reserved to the Prince.

Godfrey was neither a sage nor a mystic, and for that quality Brother Pike identifies a group of devout Jewish scholars who studied Cabalism and Islamic mysticism in Jerusalem prior to the First Crusade. Brother Pike did not describe his source for this information, but wrote that they converted to Christianity to escape being slaughtered as infidels. He claimed that their chiefs were known as Princes of Jerusalem. They might be linked to the Masonic tradition that there were proto-Freemasons who remained in Jerusalem after the destruction of Herod’s Temple and imparted their secrets to Garinous, Prince of Jerusalem, Patriarch and Knight Mason in A.D. 1110.

It therefore appears that the original source and role model for Masonic Princes of Jerusalem was not Zerubbabel but a creative combination of Crusaders and Jews. What this theory suggests, among other things, is that the Sixteenth Degree is based on a rich legacy of actual historical personages who exemplified remarkable qualities of piety, strong leadership, judicial integrity and speculative wisdom and were associated with the early Templar era. If we wish to imitate their example, we can do so through a better understanding of their times and backgrounds, and not just by presenting a Scottish Rite reunion by rote. As they overcame adversity for the sake of benefitting others, so too can we.
Historical Evolution of the Degree

As with other *haut* degrees, there is little documented information about the origins of the Prince of Jerusalem degree. But there are broad strokes which can be painted on the historical canvas which may give us some inkling of how Templarism has influenced the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite.

Templarism was not part of the original Craft Degrees that originated in England prior to the creation of the Grand Lodge in 1717. The Craft degrees crossed the Channel into France circa the 1720s and they were very successful in promoting the Masonic cause in Europe: literally hundreds of *haut* degrees sprang up across the Continent by 1775 as a result of further Masonic activity that was inspired by the Craft Degrees. Unfortunately, because the *haut* degrees developed quickly and concurrently in various places and under various circumstances, they formed a morass of haphazard rituals, lectures, signs and secrets, many of which did not seem to follow any logical pattern.

One thing that the *haut* degrees shared, and the Craft degrees did not, was an intense interest in Templarism. The development of the *haut* degrees coincided with a Templar craze that swept France and the Germanic States in the 1740s, culminating with the creation of the Masonic Order of the Temple (*Ordre du Temple*). Templar themes were formally introduced into the *haut* degree systems within the next decade. The merging of Templar themes with the *haut* degrees can be attributed to Chevalier Anthony Michael Ramsey, who no doubt was familiar with Templar legends from having growing up in Scotland. He was astute enough to tap into this groundswell of interest in everything Templar because it helped to spawn the development of numerous Masonic lodges throughout the Continent once they received their warrants from the Grand Lodge of England to practice Craft Masonry.

Such themes took longer to flow back across the Channel: only as the English and Scottish lodges gradually grasped their true significance were they recognized by the York Rite and Ancient Grand Lodges of England. In the Ancient Rite, the London lectures of Harodin-Rosy Cross, imported to Edinburgh in 1767, contained references to passing along a bridge, entering a dungeon, comparing the influences of wine, women and a ring, and laboring with a trowel and sword – all of which are familiar images for us in the Scottish Rite – but that was all. Parallels slowly began to emerge more successfully between the *haut* degrees and Royal Arch Masonry, notably the Red Cross Degree of the Knights Templar Commandery. Likewise, Royal Arch Masonry in Scotland created the “Order of the Knight of the Babylonish Pass,” whose story line tracked in many respects the story lines found in today’s Knight of the East and Prince of Jerusalem Scottish Rite Degrees.

Yet for many years Scottish and English Freemasons who practiced only the Craft Degrees did not know how to act upon these themes, due mostly to their long-standing biases against the French systems that Chevalier Ramsey had developed. The problem was not so much with his system, but with a perception that he had developed it to
promote his interests as a stout Jacobite and devout Catholic convert. Some contemporary critics contend that Brother Ramsey was a non-too obvious supporter of the Young Pretender. The degrees therefore were dismissed as a thinly-disguised propaganda program and a rally to restore local autonomy in Scotland -- which was not well-received among dour Presbyterian Freemasons in Scotland who sided with England when Bonnie Prince Charley instituted his Stuart uprising. This put Brother Ramsey in direct conflict with loyalist Scottish and English Freemasons.

Whether Brother Ramsey was a Scottish patriot can be debated. But his suspected sympathies were not the only matters that offended Freemasons in Scotland and England. Ramsey was living in France, which was the seat of the Grand Lodge of Paris, where many of the haut degrees were written that exhibited undeniable pro-Jacobean leanings and anti-English sentiments. This climate injected an unwelcome political antagonism between Eighteenth Century English and French Freemasons. English Freemasons chose to distance themselves from their French cousins out of a spirit of self-preservation: Parliament could have legislated against English Freemasonry for being accomplices to treason if it was thought that by practicing the degrees they were endorsing Jacobean politics. As a result, English Masonry changed its lectures and formulas repeatedly during the mid-Eighteenth Century to demonstrate its ongoing loyalty to the Hanoverian royal house.

This antagonism and hostility toward the haut degrees continued even after the Stuart revolt was finally suppressed. English and loyal Scottish Freemasons felt that there was no need for French Freemasons to support the haut degrees if there was no longer any underlying political agenda. Surely, it seemed to them that Ramsey’s efforts were for naught now that Bonnie Prince Charley had been defeated; there was no other apparent reason to the English why the French should practice anything beyond traditional Craft Masonry.

What the Scottish and English Freemasons failed to grasp was a matter of profound cultural and intellectual distinctions between themselves and Freemasons on the Continent. European Freemasons knew there were many reasons to continue promoting the haut degrees that were unrelated to the Chevalier Ramsey and his possible anti-English political leanings. Unlike Craft Masonry and its ties to relatively bland architectural themes, the haut degrees were well-received across Europe because they dealt openly with exciting speculative topics that were then all the rage in Parisian salons. They were heavily flavored with enthusiastic samplings of heroic Biblical stories and chivalric crusader tales. They were primarily philosophical and were clothed in hermetical allegories and Jewish symbolism, partly to conceal arcane information from the uninitiated and partly to sidestep political and/or dogmatic antagonisms with anyone who might read too much literally into the lessons.

One of the earlier Masonic pioneers who helped to bring order out of the chaotic haut degree system was the Chevalier Bonneville. In 1754, he assembled 25 of the older and more meaningful degrees as the “Rite of Perfection” under the title “Chapter of Clermont.” Some of these degrees were referred to as “Scottish” because their legends
could be traced to Scotland, but there is no hard evidence to support any romantic assumption that these degrees were developed by Freemasons in Scotland and then transported to the Continent.\textsuperscript{74} This degree system was transplanted eventually to London and then to Ireland, and consisted of seven grades of degrees.\textsuperscript{75}

Following the Chevalier Bonneville’s laudatory efforts, some Parisians organized the Council of Emperors of East and West as a further effort to organize the degrees. The result was the Emperors of East and West, a Continental Masonic system that sought to graft the \textit{haut} degrees onto the Craft Degrees throughout the latter half of the Eighteenth Century. Also known as the Rite of Heredom,\textsuperscript{76} the Emperors of the East and West was an attempt as a comprehensive degree system which traced its source to Bonneville’s Chapter of Clermont. The degrees were arranged by a Belgian Freemason named Jean Marie Ragon into seven categories known as “colleges” or “temples.” Sadly, the internal logical sequence from one degree to the next still seemed elusive at best.\textsuperscript{77} But Brother Mackey was convinced of their Templar source:

It will be seen that the Degrees of this Rite [of Perfection] are the same as those of the Council of Emperors of the East and West, which established four years later, and to which the Chapter of Clermont gave way. Of course, they are the same, so far as they go, as those of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite which succeeded the Council of Emperors. The distinguishing principle of this Rite is, that Freemasonry was derived from Templarism, and that consequently every Freemason was a Knight Templar.\textsuperscript{78}

The Council of the Emperors of the East and West created a Sovereign Council of the Knights of the Orient, which served a supervisory function for the \textit{haut} degrees must as the Grand Lodge of England performed for the Craft degrees. However, the Sovereign Council lacked the supervisory and enforcement powers of the Grand Lodge of England. One of its noteworthy achievements was to authorize a re-working of the rituals by Baron Tschoudy. As a Germanic alchemist and disciple of Paracelsus,\textsuperscript{79} his contributions helped to form the esoteric and hermetic nature of the \textit{haut} degrees that we enjoy today.

Amidst these murky origins of the \textit{haut} degrees we find the first mentions of the Prince of Jerusalem (\textit{Prince de Jerusalem}) Degree. Both Ragon and Kloss thought that Baron de Tschhoudy composed the Fifteenth Degree,\textsuperscript{80} and he may have been the author of this degree too. There were early Masonic references to Princes of Jerusalem being Knights of the “Hakee Kadosh” at Jerusalem;\textsuperscript{81} this suggests, but does not confirm, an early interest in Templarism. Brother de Hoyos has documented that \textit{Le Parfait Maçon} provided basic information for the Degree as early as 1744.\textsuperscript{82} It was listed in the Narbonne Rite of the 1780s, a study of the occult sciences that was consolidated with the degrees of the Parisian Philolethians in 1784.\textsuperscript{83} It was also found in the Rite of Mizrain, which was a separate grade system instituted by Brother Ragon; it was number 45 in Class VIII of the Second (Philosophical) Series of degrees.\textsuperscript{84}
Colossal grades of Masonic advancement were very common in Eighteenth Century France, and the Prince of Jerusalem Degree was found in many of these systems, although in different rankings. It was included, for example, in the 92-degree Metropolitan Chapter of France\textsuperscript{85} and in the 97-degree Oriental Rite of Memphis.\textsuperscript{86} It was also found both in the Order of Martinism, which claimed to be a re-organization of some earlier Masonic body,\textsuperscript{87} and in the Helvetic Rite, which was similar to Royal Arch Masonry.\textsuperscript{88} But the Degree was not always found in other contemporary systems, whether French or English.\textsuperscript{89} It was, therefore, not a universal degree.

Little information has survived about the Prince of Jerusalem’s early rituals, lessons or other features because they were presented orally with little to no written record.\textsuperscript{90} There is some historical commentary to suggest that this Degree was imbued heavily with Templar chivalric themes\textsuperscript{91} and that its members were granted considerable power and prestige within the Fraternity in ways that were reminiscent of the old Crusader Kings of Palestine.\textsuperscript{92} Masonic Princes of Jerusalem were gathered into Councils with near-plenary powers that allowed them to establish Sovereign Grand Councils of Templar Masons unless holders of even higher degrees were present.\textsuperscript{93}

The Prince of Jerusalem and other \textit{haut} degrees were transported to America through the efforts of a Dutch Freemason named Henry Andrew Franken. He came to New York from France in 1767.\textsuperscript{94} He collaborated with another Frenchman, Etienne Morin, a trader in the West Indies, who possessed patents from the Council of the Emperors of East and West which authorized him to form new Masonic bodies in the Western Hemisphere.\textsuperscript{95} In the 1770s, Brother Franken crafted an English language ritual now known as the “Franken Manuscript.” Additional degrees were added to his system up until the Southern Jurisdiction of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite was created in Charleston, South Carolina in 1801.\textsuperscript{96}

The Franken Manuscript was the only somewhat official version of the \textit{haut} degrees in America until the early 1800s.\textsuperscript{97} Like Brother Francken, Brothers Dalcho,\textsuperscript{98} McClenechan\textsuperscript{99} and Macoy\textsuperscript{100} wrote versions of the Sixteenth Degree that featured only the Zerubbabel story and nothing openly about the Templars/Crusaders. Even when the degree was revised significantly in 1861, 1870 and 1882,\textsuperscript{101} it continued to feature only the Zerubbabel story. Hence, the cover-up continued, even when the need to do so no longer existed.

Today the Southern Jurisdiction includes the Sixteenth Degree as part of the Chapter Rose Croix, but early American Freemasonry combined it with the Fifteenth Degree as a separate Masonic body known as a Council of Princes of Jerusalem.\textsuperscript{102} The first such Council was organized in Charleston in 1802.\textsuperscript{103} Masonic Princes of Jerusalem were accorded similar honors in America as their European cousins had enjoyed.\textsuperscript{104} According to Article IV of the \textit{Statutes, Regulations, Duties and Privileges of the Princes of Jerusalem} (1802),\textsuperscript{105} they were known as “Very Valiant and Very Illustrious Princes.”\textsuperscript{106} In addition to being empowered to create inferior Masonic lodges, they were the judges of last resort from appeals brought by those inferior lodges.\textsuperscript{107} As an illustration of their Nineteenth Century influence, ordinarily the Venerable Master of a
Lodge of Perfection was required to be a Prince of Jerusalem, but that requirement could be waived if a Senior Warden who was not a Prince of Jerusalem needed to succeed the Venerable Master mid-term.\(^{108}\) Needless to say, they were required to lead irreproachable lives.\(^{109}\) Their privileged position caused them to be known as Chiefs of Masonry.\(^{110}\)

While only a Council of Princes of Jerusalem was granted the authority to confer the Fifteenth and Sixteenth degrees in the Southern Jurisdiction, the Northern Jurisdiction reserved this authority to itself beginning in 1848.\(^{111}\) To be a Prince of Jerusalem was considered very prestigious; many prominent Nineteenth Century Scottish Rite Freemasons were known by this title.\(^{112}\) According to the *Francken Manuscript*, they were afforded the following privileges and responsibilities:

- They were the chiefs of all Scottish Rite degrees which were inferior to theirs.
- They had the right to disclose to their superiors every Masonic matter in inferior lodges which were not done properly.
- They were admitted to, and allowed to depart from, inferior lodge rooms with honors, including an arch of steel (but no such honors were extended if recipients of the Seventeenth or higher Degrees were also present).
- They were addressed as “valorous princes.”
- Inferior lodges were required to submit complete reports to them.
- They may remain seated throughout all the proceedings of a Craft Lodge and wear their hat indoors.
- Five of them formed a Grand Council to sit in judgment upon inferior lodges.\(^{113}\)

As the *Francken Manuscript* noted:

> These are the privileges of the Most Excellent and Most Illustrious and Valorous Princes of Jerusalem – they are honored with this glorious Title; because they represent those Illustrious in arms, who by their merit only became to govern the people with peace and equity, in imitation of the great Zerubbabel the Hebrew prince, the restorer of the captive Masons of the Race of David, known by the princes Masons and by the restoration of Masonry.\(^{114}\)

The degree has survived differently in the Southern and Northern Jurisdictions over the last two centuries. The Southern Jurisdiction has maintained the same list of degrees to the present day that Brother Pike embellished nearly 150 years ago, although
his Nineteenth Century language has been updated while preserving his many references to the Bible, alchemy, the Cabala and other esoteric sources. The Northern Jurisdiction changed its degree system significantly in the early Twentieth Century, substituting in many patriotic stories that are not found in Brother Pike’s works. The Southern Jurisdiction eliminated Councils of Princes of Jerusalem as a separate organization in 1870, but they still exist in the Northern Jurisdiction.

**What Should We Learn From The Sixteenth Degree?**

I return to my assigned task, to explain why the Sixteenth Degree helps to finalize the moral foundation of a Freemason’s mystical ascent. I suggest the following possible conclusions.

First, the Sixteenth Degree is a microcosm of the entire Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite. The degree is not what it appears; it is not really about Zerubbabel and the Second Temple. It is based arguably upon a rich Templar heritage that needed to be concealed for self-preservation reasons amidst the political tensions of Eighteenth Century Europe. Some 250 years later, we have grown comfortable with Zerubbabel but lack a good understanding of why we do what we do in this Degree. Any authentic mystical ascent entails a certain amount of self-knowledge and self-understanding. As we plumb the *Sanctum Sanctorum* of this Degree, we learn that our ascent is not based on a rebuilding of the Second Temple – which will only be destroyed at some future date. Our ascent is based upon ongoing perseverance, not upon achievement. The Sixteenth Degree is about the redemptive power of ongoing labor.

Second, the Sixteenth Degree is about a Templar legacy that has nothing to do with our current pop culture fascinations with buried ancient treasure and hidden arcane secrets. The true Templar legacy is about integrity, commitment and doing what is right because it is the right thing to do. The early Templars sacrificed their lives to protect the Holy Sepulcher and promote the Christian Kingdom of Palestine, not to rebuild the ravaged Temple. They were concerned with promoting an ideal society, a preview of Heaven here on earth. As we plumb our true Templar heritage, we are challenged to renew our Masonic obligations to protect the ancient landmarks of Freemasonry and promote the Fraternity as a leavening agent in society. It is not enough to know the Sacred Name from the Fourteenth Degree; we must put that knowledge into action for the sake of others in order to complete our mystical ascent in the Sixteenth Degree.

Lastly, we cannot – we must not – take our Masonic heritage for granted. I question how many of us – myself especially – truly understand the monitorial work that we repeat from memory. It is not enough to put on costumes and strut around on elaborate stages during reunion weekends. If the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite is truly the University of Freemasonry, then let us study from the wellsprings of the *haut degrees*, bring order out of the perceived chaos of the varied titles, passwords, batteries, etc., and become better men, family members, and Freemasons because of it.
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